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TEXT
In this brief survey paper, I make the following argument:
1. The quality of regularity is constitutive of the referential framework function that is at the core
of theories of musical rhythm and meter. Most theories equate regularity with isochrony.
2. However, diverse and wide-spread forms of rhythm are structurally non-isochronous, yet
nonetheless are conceived of and perceived as being metrically regular.
Therefore,
3. The assumption that metric regularity depends on isochrony is inconsistent with this evidence,
which provides fascinating grounds for metric theory to scrutinize some of its most
fundamental assumptions, such as iso-periodicity and hierarchical symmetry.

1

Meter requires regularity

The proposition that regularity is at the core of musical meter underlies a broad range of metric
theories. I here focus on listener-oriented theories, which have emerged as particularly influential since
the 1980s. Such theories suggest to conceive of meter as a perceptual activity. They propose meter is
functional in allowing listeners to anticipate the timing of rhythmic events, to estimate and evaluate
the actual timing of present events with reference to preceding metric anticipations, and to personally
entrain to the perceived rhythms. Some of these approaches highlight subjective flexibility and
conceive of a projective process that is typically fluctuating and inherently open-ended, while others
emphasize the reliability that may emerge from attending and entraining to stable periodicities in the
perceived rhythms.1
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Hasty 1997 is the main exponent of the former, while Lerdahl und Jackendoff 1983 and London 2012 represent the latter;
for a contextualization of these approaches in the history of theory of meter, see Johansson 2010.
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The aspect of regularity typically is foregrounded in pulse/beat-based approaches to metric theory.2
Speaking of a pulse-stream implies that its constituents, the single pulsations, recur at regular intervals
and are categorically equivalent; it is their regular re-occurrence, one after the other, which makes the
individual pulsations appear as a stream of same-order elements. The psychological theory of dynamic
attending suggests that the perceptual system itself tends to entrain, that is, to attune itself to
periodicities tracked in the rhythms of one’s environment.3 This theory has been influential in
conceptualizations of beat induction, musical meter, interpersonal entrainment, and their eventual
biological underpinnings in neural oscillation.4
By contrast, other approaches such as Christopher Hasty’s theory of metric projection argue that much
of the musical interest and aesthetic appeal of metric experience is conditioned on that it can flexibly
fluctuate from moment-to-moment, inseparably tied to the ever-changing flow of rhythm itself. This
approach conspicuously does not emphasize regularity at musical and theoretical surface levels; by
contrast, it highlights and values options for metric ambiguity or change through the articulated
rhythms questioning or denying the active metric projective potentials. However, this does not at all
mean that Hastian metric projection would not involve regularity. The mechanism of projection
consists of the throwing-forward of some specific, determined duration.5 That is, the reference to
which a present (just-completed) event-articulation is metrically measured results from a preceding
expectation for immediate repetition of the same duration. The act of throwing forward some duration
in time in and by itself amounts to the expectation of repetition of that duration, that is, of local
periodicity.
In short, listener-oriented, psychologically and phenomenologically informed metric theory assumes
meter to build on the universal tendency for recognizing and anticipating periodicity. Even in the case
of metrically ambiguous or dissonant music that may provoke one to frequently change metric types in
the course of the listening process, the act of metric perception is to compare an actual event-timing
with a forecast that has emerged from the latent expectation for repetition of the same, i.e. metrically
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partially independent from rhythmic figurations, beginning with Richard Waterman’s seminal discussion of »metronome
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equivalent timing. Meter thus is seen as a perceptual referencing of latent virtual isochrony, a view
which prevails also in music psychology, musical neuro-science and biomusicology.6

2

Non-isochronous meter exists

Descriptions of rhythmic structures that resist being directly mapped to isochronous (ISO) pulses
abound in musicology, particularly in comparative musicology/ethnomusicology. Specific types of
non-isochronous (NI) meter appear to be typical of large culture-geographic areas. Manifold
particularities and combinations aside, we may distinguish between NI durational patterns at the beat
versus the beat subdivision level.
Beats of different duration can periodically alternate within a metric measure. For instance, after two
beats of equal duration there may follow one that is longer by about one half of the short beat
durations. In case this pattern repeats, the measure as a whole is iso-periodic, but the pulse at the beat
level is not. Rhythmic structures that suggest NI beat cycles of this sort are prominent in Scandinavia,
the Balkan, Turkey, the Near East, southern Asia, as well as in Euro-American art music of the 20th
century.7
Uneven, »swung« beat subdivisions in the framework of ISO beats occur in parts of Africa and its
diverse American diasporas.8 Both the cycle and the beat levels are iso-periodic here, while a pulse at
the rhythmic surface level is NI.
The two basic types (NI beat and NI subdivision cycles) engender a plurality of particular forms. For
instance, some music from North Africa shows systematic metric transformations from NI to ISO
subdivision anchored to structural tempo acceleration.9 Or, there exist drastically NI or »ovoid« forms
of rhythm, to borrow a term from Jean During, for instance in Scandinavia and Central Asia, which
may have to do with double non-isochrony at the beat and the subdivisions level, both at the same
time.10
Can we safely assume that the NI durational structures in performed music, addressed above, do
indeed suggest and afford the perception of (NI) meter? An alternative understand has NI timings as
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expressive variations of some underlying ISO structure.11 For example, the unequal beat durations of
the Viennese waltz, patterned short–long–medium,12 may be theorized as representing a performance
timing deviation from a structurally ISO triple meter. One indication typically put forth in support of
such view is the flexibility (not consistency) of the performed timings. In historical recordings of
urban popular Viennese waltz from the early 20th century, you can indeed hear that the contra-guitar
dedicated to accenting the second and third quarter notes in each measure (the so-called »Wiener
Nachschlag« or Viennese afterbeat) effects a strikingly NI, short–long–medium or short–long–long
timing of the three quarter notes in each measure. By contrast, the melodies played by the accordion
and violins do not at all systematically follow this NI timing pattern.13 Importantly, however, such
flexibility is far from generally characterizing all of the NI rhythmic practices surveyed above. For
instance, in Malian drumming, uneven beat subdivision timings can be extremely stable.14
Furthermore, the performance timings of NI beat patterns, for instance in Balkan percussion, are
clearly structural; no underlying ISO beat is anywhere close to feasible here. Recent work has
empirical shown that in some styles of folk dance from Norway, NI beat patterns that had been found
in the respective fiddle music also pertain in both the fiddlers’ foot-tapping and the dance-couples’
vertical oscillation of their bodies center of gravity.15 In sum, while it is plausible to assume that some
NI timing structures can be understood as performance deviations from some metric isochrony, this
view does not hold for the many and diverse NI structures addressed above. Earlier efforts to
marginalize NI meters as exotic derivatives of »originally« ISO meters represent a speculative,
probably Western-biased thought-figure.16
Next to the lack of sufficient alternative explanations, a second indication of the plausibility of the
idea of NI meter is the existence of indigenous theoretical concepts of rhythmic mode, which clearly
conceive of NI durational structures in perspectives that share aspects of what I here conceive of as NI
meter. The most prominent among these concepts are Balkan aksak, Turkish usul, Arabic iqa, and
Indian tala.17
A third type of indication stems from a small yet growing body of research that tries to experimentally
operationalize and empirically measure metricality in musical and quasi-musical behaviors, such as
tapping along to simple rhythms, perceiving manipulations (differences and changes/errors) in
11
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listening to simple rhythms, and ensemble synchronization in live performance of real music. These
studies suggest that metric performance in NI meters does not fall behind analogous task performance
in ISO meters.18
Finally, ethnographic observations indicate that NI meters are experienced, by encultured listeners, as
perfectly normal, easily accessible and simply natural. For instance, both NI beat and NI subdivision
sequences are regularly embodied, without particular complication, in vernacular folk dance in
Bulgaria, Scandinavia, Mali, and Brazil, respectively.19

3

Metric theory needs to integrate evidence on non-isochronous meter

To summarize the above, ample evidence suggests that non-isochronous (NI) meter is widespread and
appears as a normal and everyday practice in many musical styles and practices. Evidently, the
theoretical assumption of meter fundamentally building on virtual isochrony is false. Moreover, it
appears misleading to conceive of NI meter as irregular. While one can certainly understand the
mathematical aspect of such qualification, it is irrelevant from perceptual, cognitive and experiental
viewpoints: if you are familiar with NI meter, it can feel as regular and is as reliably functional as ISO
meter.
Let me finally consider five of the many issues that the evidence on NI meter provokes thinking about.
3.1

The extent of non-isochrony in NI metric pulse-streams

Justin London proposed that, to be »regular enough« for metric functionality, the degree of
unevenness amongst the metric beats in a cycle must be constrained by some upper limit: the
long:short-ratio of beat classes must be smaller than 2:1.20 On the other hand, there must be some
lower limit (minimal degree) of non-isochrony for a pulse to be perceivably distinguishable from
isochrony. Considering the upper and lower limits for unevenness help explain why the long and short
beat classes in NI meters are often coordinated by ratios in the range of 3:2 (1.5) or 4:3 (1.33).21
London’s mathematical formulation of these proportional relations refers to the principle of maximal
evenness, which requires the cardinal relation of the two pulse classes in an NI pulse-stream to be
based on a common fast denominator; for instance, 3:2=(1+1+1):(1+1). This is applicable for NI
pulses at the beat level in case the related subdivisions are categorically isochronous (which they not
always are, however; more on that later), but not for NI pulses on the subdivision level itself. The
latter tend to be too fast and too proportionally irrational to be based on a faster common denominator.
However, London’s consideration of upper and lower limits for unevenness is relevant for NI
18

Repp, London, and Keller 2008; Hannon et al. 2012; Polak et al. 2016.
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subdivisions, too, which would let it appear worthwhile to rephrase their description in more inclusive
terms.
3.2

The extent of asymmetry in NI metric hierarchies

The conventionally assumed isochrony of pulse streams conditions that the nesting of pulse streams of
different tempos constitute metric hierarchies of symmetrical structure. Symmetry therefore is
implicitly assumed in much metric theory. By contrast, NI beat cycles, say a measure of one long and
two shorter beats subdivided by three and two fast pulses, respectively (3+2+2), clearly generate an
asymmetric hierarchy. Polak proposes that the co-presence of swung binary and ternary subdivisions
in some African and African-diasporic forms of music, too, constitutes asymmetric metric
hierarchies.22 Taken together, this and the above point 3.1 suggest that a realistic concept of metric
regularity would need to allow for a certain degree of structural (not »deviant«) asymmetry in both
horizontal (sequential) and vertical (hierarchical nesting) dimensions, the typology of which would
profit

from

being

flanked

by

a

description

of

its

limitations

in

a

Londonian

perspective what is »regular enough.«
3.3

The categorical status of pulse and/or projection

As described in Section 1, metric pulse involves that its individual constituents all be categorically
perceived as temporally equivalent; next to their following one after the other, it is their being of the
same class that makes pulsations pulse. If we assume two different pulse classes to make part of the
same metric cycle, however, these pulse classes are categorically distinct. Theory needs to engage with
this contradiction: At any given level of meter, one can have more than one pulse-class, yet
nonetheless perceives a stream of pulsations. In the framework of Hastian-projection theory, we would
need to ask how one can possibly gain a metric projection the potential duration of which is different
from the completed duration the experience of which has occasioned that potential?
3.4

Processual orientation

In experiencing an NI metric pulse, to know or feel whether the upcoming pulse is of either the long or
the short class, I must know the periodic pattern of alternation and I must continuously feel where
exactly in the period I am presently. It appears to me that, to reliably achieve this in the context of NI
meter, what needs to be thrown forward in time is not virtual periodicities alone (as suggests the
concept of beat induction, for instance), but more fully integrated patterns of durations.
3.5

The functional relationships between layers of pulse in a metric hierarchy

It has been suggested that the complexity of non-isochrony on one metric level needs to be balanced
by isochrony on some neighboring level.23 In the case of NI beat cycles, the subdivision level suggests
22
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itself as a referential anchor, and while perhaps true when the subdivision is isochronous, this is not
always the case, however.24 Moreover, the assumption of a fast subdivision as elementary reference
level is inconsistent with that, typically, a pulse at some medium (beat, tactus) level of the metric
hierarchy provides the core metric reference.25 Finally, some performances based on NI beat cycles
and most performances of NI subdivision cycles are too fast and too mathematically irrational to be
advantageously framed by reference to some still faster layer of periodicity. Tellef Kvifte provides a
lucid diagnosis of the impossibility to understand NI meter in Scandinavian folk dance music in the
framework of a model of meter that requires all levels to be derived, from bottom upwards in the
metric hierarchy, as multiples of a common fastest denominator. Building on this, he offers the
alternative model of a common slow pulse. He fills this idea with suggesting that it may be the
embodiment of motional gestures, such as dance moves in the case of music for dance, which make up
the structural contents of such slowest common pulse.26 This is inspiring, yet appears to overstretch the
use of the term pulse, in my view. If metric experience consists of feeling durational structures in
terms of corresponding dance moves that we anticipate to continue and periodically recur, what we
throw forward in time is not a single pulse (however high in a layered hierarchy of pulses), or a single
projection (however complex in accumulatively encompassing active potentials), but a whole pattern
of latent durations and durational relations.
3.6

Conclusion

To conclude, the study of NI meter provides fascinating grounds for ongoing and future research in
metric theory. It encourages us to continue the increasingly productive, recent trend to transcend
compartmentalization in terms of disciplines (music theory, ethnomusicology, systematic musicology,
music pedagogy, etc.) and area-studies (music theory of Western art music, African music, Balkan
music, etc.), and prioritize cross-cultural and inter-disciplinary perspectives instead.
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